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Rejuvenating and reﬁtting the axles and suspension proves a real ingenuity test.
Thank goodness for the lemon cake and Les’s special tools, says Mark Evans
THE STORY SO FAR
Last year, TV mechanic Mark Evans
embarked on a restoration project
that turned out to be a lot more
challenging than he expected. In
just over three months, he and his

T

workmate Les Dale completely
restored a 1973 MGB Roadster.
After nearly three decades on the
road, and three more years in a
chicken shed, the car they bought

HERE ARE few things I enjoy more than
adding ticks to a to-do list. So it should
come as no surprise to discover that I am
a ﬁrm believer in the morale-building beneﬁts
of well-managed workshop wipeboards.
There’s just one golden rule. Never write a
to-do list until you’ve completed at least a
third of the tasks you’ve got to do. That way,
from the moment it’s written, you will think
you’re doing well.
Around 40 days into our MGB project, I
thought it was time to write a bit of barely
intelligible scrawl on a wipeboard. Remember,
we don’t need to be able to read a to-do list
(our Restoration Manager software contains all

was a basket case. They could have
re-shelled it, but they didn’t. Instead
they painstakingly rebuilt the
original car for a ten-part television
series called An MG Is Born.

the details we need), it’s the ticks that are
important. Each one needs to be big, bold and
preferably accompanied by a broad brushstroke right through whatever it says to the left
of it. We had worked hard and now we were to
celebrate our achievements in felt-tip pen.
We had completely dismantled the car and
totally rebuilt its rust-bucket bodyshell. We had
stripped, refurbished and upgraded the
wonderful little B-series 18V engine. We had
overhauled the four-speed all-synchromesh
gearbox and built a new overdrive from scratch
(albeit with a lot of help). We had eaten a
dozen different cakes between us and guzzled
more than 14 gallons of tea... each. Tick. Tick.

Tick. Tick. Tick. Yes, we had achieved a
surprising amount in a relatively short amount
of time. But the longer we spent at the
wipeboard, the more jobs we added to the list.
We were close to breaking my golden rule, so I
ordered Les back to work.
From the outset we had decided to spray
the MGB bodyshell in two stages. Stage one
would see the bottom of the shell, inner
wheelarches, A-posts, engine bay, cockpit
interior and boot cavity primed and ﬁnished.
Stage two would see the rest of the car
painted – essentially all the external bits
including the wings, doors, sills, bonnet,
doors and boot lid. Between these stages, Les
and I would add the front cross-member, rear
axle, engine, gearbox assembly and all the
under-body pipework and electrics.
With the bodyshell due back anytime soon
from stage one of its paintjob, Les and I were
acutely aware that we didn’t have half the bits
ready that we would need for stage two. It was a
tight turn-around schedule that we couldn’t
afford to screw up.

Rear axle and diff
need a lot of work.

Blasted axle in
all its glory.

A tired-looking Mark
prepares to take on
the axle.

It’s crucial to protect
the diff when blasting.

Stripped differential
gears ready for reﬁt.

Les’ very own
axle-cleaning tool.

Wheel bearing looks
very agricultural.

Eroded axle case
needed repairing.

REAR AXLE
The rear axle on an
MGB wouldn’t look
out of place on a
Land Rover. As you
can imagine, after
30 years, ours
was in a real
state –
Indispensable
superﬁcially, at
software.
least. But we had high
hopes that its problems would
only be skin-deep. In days gone by, we
might have cleaned it up by hand before
stripping it. There’s something enormously
satisfying about attacking an old axle with a
scraper and wire brush. But it takes forever and
it’s almost impossible to get into all the nooks
and crannies. So we decided to get the axle
professionally blasted, but not before checking
the integrity of the differential cover plate (see
Top Tip below), sealing the breather and taping
around the pinion ﬂange. If you don’t
anticipate having to completely strip, clean and
rebuild the diff, the last thing you want is to
end up with an axle case full of blast medium.
After blasting, we began stripping the axle.
It’s tricky using spanners with your ﬁngers
crossed, but I eventually managed to get the
diff cover off and was relieved to ﬁnd that the
diff gears weren’t covered in crushed garnet.
But they were rattling about a bit. It seems that
the thrust washers behind both the planet and
sun gears are prone to wear and failure.
Fortunately, replacing them is a doddle. The
only bit that takes some thought is planning
the removal of the planet gear cross-pin (I
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Front cross-member and
suspension look bad.

think that’s what you call it) so you don’t end
up jamming the diff cage with the pin half in,
half out. It’s difﬁcult to explain, but have a go
and you’ll see what I mean. With the pin
removed, the planet gears can be ‘walked’ out
of mesh with the sun gears. Both the dished
thrust washers were badly worn and needed
replacing. But at least there were two of them.
Only one of the sun gear thrust washers
remained and it was as thin as a ﬁve-pound
note. The other had already disintegrated.
Amazingly, given the amount of slop in the
diff, it had been as quiet as a mouse when I
test-drove it. Worryingly, with the new thrust
washers in place and turned by hand, it now
grated and graunched like an enormous
pepper grinder. I made a few calls and was
re-assured that the ﬁbre sun gear thrust
washers would compress down a bit when
soaked in oil, and all would be ﬁne.
According to the original workshop manual
(a lovely ring-bound, oil-stained tome – they
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MARK’S MGB
MAKE AND
MGB roadster
MODEL
ENGINE
1800cc/4-cyl/OHV
SPECIFICATION Right-hand drive
for UK
Bracken
EXTERIOR
COLOUR
TRIM
Autumn Leaf, vinyl
HOOD
Black, vinyl
DATE OF BUILD November 2-6,
1973 (11 months
older and it would
be tax-exempt
– no wonder seller
Jeremy was so
keen for me to
buy it)
DATE OF
November 7, 1973
DESPATCH
(when it was less
than a week old)
DESTINATION
Hall and Laine
Ltd, Bath (anyone
know if this ﬁrm
still exists?)
FACTORY-FITTED Rostyle wheels,
EQUIPMENT
overdrive

don’t make them like that any more), the
hubs should be removed using a special tool
(part number 18G304) and adapter (part
number 18G304A). Unable to ﬁnd our multipurpose puller, we opted for a couple of large
G-clamps, a small piece of quarter plate and a
large hammer. Our technique worked a treat
but, if you follow our example, make sure you
wear boots with toe-caps. One G-clamp
landing on your toe hurts – a second one
landing just moments later, smarts. If the hub
skydives and makes contact, you’ll be wiping
tears from your eyes.
The wheel bearings on an MGB would be
over-engineered in a quarry truck, and ours
were in great shape. We pulled them and their
driveshafts from the axle case using one hub
and four short sections of threaded stud as a
reverse puller – watch the show or DVD if you
want to know how. Removing the offside
driveshaft revealed a superﬁcial build-up of
rust inside that arm of the axle case. But why
only that side? The reason escaped us, until we
remembered that the car had been sitting on a
ﬂat near-side tyre when we rescued it. Obvious
really. It’s a tricky area to clean, especially
without contaminating the diff. So I fed
some rag down towards the gears (taking
care not to drag the rust with it) while Les
welded an appropriate-sized ﬂap wheel to a
long bar, thick enough not to bend, but thin
enough to ﬁt in the end of a cordless drill. As is
so often the case, the simplest ideas are the
most effective and Les was clearly very
pleased with himself.
Over tea and a delicious chunk of
lemon drizzle cake, Les and I
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MARK EVANS REALITY RESTORATION
Steam-cleaning
gets a lot of
the crud off.

Front cross-member is
ready to be stripped...

JOBS DONE THIS MONTH

...lots of work later, it’s
sorted and reﬁtted.

pondered over what to do with the areas on the
axle case covered by the bump-stop brackets,
which had suffered noticeable erosion. The
space between the two is a water and mud trap,
and corrosion is inevitable. Although we
weren’t concerned about the structural
integrity and strength of the case itself, we
were both keen to rebuild the affected areas, if
only to help prevent further corrosion. But
how and with what?
After an extensive internet search, I
discovered a product perfect for the job. Called
Super Metal (made by Belzona), it’s a two-part
metallic polymer speciﬁcally designed to
rebuild and coat damaged metal components.
In one amazing case history, a version of it was
used to repair a ship’s diesel engine after a
conrod went through the crankcase. It’s
gooey stuff, so don’t be tempted to
mess with it for too long. Let it
cure and then you can
machine it into any
shape you like.
Brilliant.
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● Blasted and stripped the rear axle
● Checked integrity of the diff plate
● Replaced gears and thrust washers
● Sorted rear-wheel bearings and driveshafts
● Removed and stripped front cross-member
● Blasted main structural components
● Cleaned and painted lever-arm dampers
● Fitted new set of polybushes
● Fitted reconditioned steering rack
● Rebuilt the cross-member
● Fitted suspension to upside-down shell

FRONT CROSS-MEMBER
Time to move on to the front cross-member.
For those of you not familiar with MGB
anatomy, it’s a sturdy beam that ﬁxes across the
two front chassis rails. Held on by just four big
bolts, it has all the front suspension
components and the steering rack mounted to
it. The great thing about this design is you can
take the whole thing off the car in one piece
and strip it on a bench. Given that the coil
springs are held under compression even off
the car, I had dramatic visions of them leaving
the workshop through the roof when the
swivel assemblies were uncoupled. In the end it
was all a bit of an anti-climax. Yes, the springs
were loaded. And, yes, we did employ a strong
ratchet strap to take the strain. But even if we
hadn’t, I don’t suppose the springs would have
made it more than a couple of hundred feet.
With the cross-member in bits, Les and I
made another to-do list. We then blasted all the
main structural components (wishbone arms
etc.) in our own cabinet, ready for spraying
with our favourite black Sikkens Cryl LV paint.
I say all the components but, in fact, the crossmember itself was millimetres too long to blast
properly in our own cabinet, so I had to
dash out to get it done
professionally.
Both lever arm
dampers were
in good
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replacing (they
just needed
cleaning and painting). We did decide to go for
new springs though – the others were badly
corroded and even if they had been in good
condition I doubt that blasting and powdercoating the old ones would have been costeffective. A complete set of polybushes were
ready and waiting to be ﬁtted, but the kit didn’t
include polyurethane replacements for the
ends of the anti-roll bar, so we replaced these
with conventional metalastic units. Finally we
opted for a reconditioned steering rack. We
had intended to refurbish the original unit
(and show you how to do it), but despite
numerous attempts, we completely failed to
ﬁnd a replacement lower-pinion bush, so we
abandoned the idea and gave someone else the
problem. If we hadn’t been so short of time we
would have made a mould and cast and
machined a new wheel ourselves.
As for the kingpin assemblies, one was
almost new and the other badly worn.
Unfortunately, we ﬁtted the replacement
reconditioned unit without really checking
it over ﬁrst. Big mistake. We only discovered
it had been badly put together after we had
completely rebuilt the cross-member. So
we had to strip that side and rebuild it
again. Deep joy.
It seems that most people reﬁt the partassembled cross-member to the car ﬁrst and
then use the weight of the vehicle to compress
the coil springs enough to hook up the swivel
assemblies. Not us. We decided on a totally
unorthodox technique for ﬁtting the
suspension to the shell (more on that later),
so we wanted to rebuild the cross-member
on the bench. What’s more, at this stage we
didn’t have a bodyshell available to attach the
cross-member to – it was still at the paintshop.
So we needed a spring compressor. Yet again, a
special MG tool is listed in the workshop
manual but we have yet to ﬁnd anyone who has
ever even seen one.
It was clear from what happened next that
Les had realised our predicament
weeks ago and had been waiting

for his chance to pull yet another home-made
tool out of his Tardis-like toolbox. He had
made the required gadget out of a 1985 Range
Rover track rod end welded to a length of
14mm threaded bar, two nuts and a couple of
radius-arm washers – all left over from our
previous Land Rover project – A 4x4 Is Born.
Incorporating a ball joint in the design of
this simple tool was a stroke of genius. It
allowed the tool to automatically change the
direction of the pull as it compressed the
spring. Very simple but very clever – Les or
the tool? Take your pick!
Before moving on, a quick word of warning.
If you decide to rebuild a front cross-member
on the bench, whatever you do and however
you go about it, don’t forget the four large
bolts that will ﬁx the cross-member to the
bodyshell. You must put them through their
holes in the cross-member (and loosely ﬁt
their nuts to stop them dropping out again)
before you ﬁt and compress the springs. You
can’t ﬁt them afterwards. You’re probably
thinking that we forgot. Well, yes and no. I
would have forgotten, but Les remembered
in the nick of time. The only job we did have
to repeat was replacing the bolts that ﬁx the
lower wishbone arms to the spring-retainer
plate. They should be high tensile and we
didn’t have any in the workshop on the ﬁlming
day in question.

UPSIDE DOWN
A lot of people shook their heads in disbelief
when we announced our plan to ﬁt the front
cross-member and the rear axle with the shell

upside down. It may sound like an unusual
approach, but it made a lot of sense to us.
Potentially, the Aussie technique (as we now
call it) would offer us better access to ﬁt the
units and Jill (our cameraman) a much
better chance of being able to ﬁlm it.
We started by ﬁtting the
front cross-member and,
apart from Les
scratching my new
paintwork, it all
went swimmingly.
The scratch
Original
was tiny and
multi-leaf
insigniﬁcant, but
spring and new
naturally I made
parabolic spring
a huge fuss.
The rear suspension on our MGB had been
modiﬁed before I bought it. Instead of the
original lever-arm dampers, it had telescopic
units. We binned them in favour of a new set of
dampers supplied by AVO. They were the only
ones we could ﬁnd that, when ﬁtted, work in
an almost vertical plane – the way they should.
Please note that I have called them dampers. If
I ever refer to dampers as shock absorbers, Les
has a funny turn. ‘Shock absorbers aren’t shock
absorbers, they’re dampers. It’s the springs that
absorb the shock and it’s the dampers that stop
them bouncing up and down uncontrollably,’
he says. ‘So why aren’t sports bras called
dampers, then?’ I ask, and we stop for tea and
another intelligent debate.
Traditional multi-leaf springs are
undoubtedly a tried-and-trusted form of
suspension but, from what I understand,
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Sorting the axle is
easier after lots of cake.

they’re not perfect, especially when decades of
rust prevents the leaves from sliding smoothly
over one another during ﬂex and rebound.
Ours deﬁnitely needed replacing and we
decided to go for new two-leaf (so-called
parabolic) units acquired from the MG
Owners’ Club. The club claims they offer a
smoother ride but only time will tell whether
we took the right decision.
We ﬁtted the springs to the axle on the
workshop ﬂoor and then heaved the whole lot
onto the upturned bodyshell. It was deﬁnitely a
four-man job. Within half an hour, the MG’s
‘sports bras’ were ﬁtted and we were ready to
turn the shell the right way up. Six hours
later, we had a rolling chassis ﬁtted with
both a gearbox (it has to go in ﬁrst) and an
engine. At last we really felt like we were getting
somewhere. It was gone midnight, but we
decided to ﬁnish off a good day’s graft by
ﬁtting the rubber straps that tie the axle to the
bodyshell. To be able to ﬁt them, we had to put
some weight in the boot. Two twenty-litre
jerry cans of fuel weren’t enough, even when
Les sat on them. So Les decided to jump up
and down to ﬂex the suspension a bit. Only he
didn’t realise that my head was under the
car at the time. It still hurts.

a

NEED TO KNOW
Belzona: 01423 505967,
www.belzona.com
Polybush: 01978 664316,
www.polybush.co.uk
Sikkens: 0990 143540,
www.sikkenscr.co.uk
AVO: (performance suspension)
01604 708101, www.avouk.com
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It may look a bit Wacky
Races but it’s ready
for its ﬁnal paint prep.
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